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William B. Allen is the Director ofthe State Council
of Higher Education for Virginia, and Karl L.
Schilling is Deputy Directorfor Policy, State Council ofHigher Education for Virginia.

Can

the State Council of Higher Educa-

tion for Virginia (SCHEV) significantly
contribute to the improvement of the educational experience ofstudents on campus? Since
both of us come from many years of work in
higher education with intense commitments to
providing a challenging educational experience
for undergraduate students, particularly in
relation to the quality of their liberal education
coursework, this question arises daily in our
discussions about policy and its implementation. Not only does the question, "Can we make
a difference?" arise, but also "How will we know
if we have?"
'~re We Making a Difference?" This is
the question that Charles McClain and Darryl
Kreuger, pioneers in making systematic
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. . ................ ........
assessments ofeducation performance, regularly
asked each other as they began their effort to
improve the educational experiences ofstudents
at Northeast Missouri State University (now
Truman State).
There is ample evidence that they made a
huge difference in the quality of the educational
experience via their use of systematic evidence
to inform their decision-making on campus. In
the 1993 book, Providing Leadership for Organizational Change, C.C. Young and M.E. Knight
wrote that "Without a doubt, the assessment
culture at Northeast Missouri causes the campus community to think more clearly about the
desired outcomes of a college degree and as a
result to analyze which methods, processes, and
curricula are most likely to achieve the desired
results ... The future of assessment depends on
the university leadership's continued emphasis on
high academic standards and continuous improvement, frequent use ofassessment information and
creation of vehicles for faculty-administrative
conversations grounded in data."
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Creating a 'culture of
evidence' on campus

on its traditions for providing valid information and
conducting methodologically strong analytic studies by connecting them to the development of
innovative policies to enhance the student experience.
Secondly, SCHEY seeks to encourage the delegation of decision-making about campus practice
to those individuals closest to the issues. Clearly the
campuses have the best sense about how to address
various issues-from how to invest their financial
and human resources and how to structure the most
effective curriculum for their students, to how to
provide the highest quality support service to meet
the needs of their students and how to create powerful learning environments within their unique
institutional missions. The role of the State Council ofHigher Education then becomes one of ensuring
quality by looking at the core educational processes
to see that they are rigorously implemented in terms
of best practice and to make sure that the desired
student outcomes are being achieved. We start this
by asking campuses to have clearly stated outcomes
SCHEV wishes to encourage the Virginia for their programs, to have information about the
campuses to become more self-reflecting institu- characteristics, needs, expectations, skills and dreams
tions through the use of evidence, then SCHEY of their entering students, to be explicit about the
itself must become an institution that values evi- choice of learning strategies used in the classroom,
dence over rhetorical arguments. It must assess its and to have an assessment process that measures
own performance through the use of a variety of how well they are doing in educating their students.
methodological approaches, and continually seek
The proposed new process for program
to sharpen the quality of the data it collects. approval provides an initial move in this direction.
Indeed, the developing strategic plan for SCHEY
In the current approach to program approval,
calls for detailed performance measures in relation institutions wishing to start a new program ofstudy
to every goal and objective listed.
contact SCHEY about the new program and
For all these reasons, the first issue we need receive feedback and guidance on their proposal. A
to address at SCHEY is to honor evidence (and we campus must then develop a lengthy proposal that
don't mean just statistical evidence but rather the goes through various approval stages on campus and
broad range ofevidentiary materials honored within finally comes to SCHEY for review. The SCHEY
various disciplines housed in the academy). We must staff then develops a response that is forwarded to
guide our actions by carefully collected and thought- the State Council of Higher Education for its
•- fUlly ana yzed information, not by preconceived approval.
notions or pet theories.
The proposed new process gives institutions
It is important that SCHEY model this much greater latitude in creating new undergraduate
behavior in interaction with campuses and all of programs in line with their institutional mission
the other agencies and publics with which we statements but also requires the development of a
interact. The current study on the state of general rigorous program-review process that embodies the
education in Virginia is a good example of SCHEY characteristics listed above. The campuses have the
trying to move the conversation from rhetorical authority to initiate new programs but they are
arguments, anecdotal stories, and incomplete ad hoc required to undertake a rigorous review ofall campus
studies, to one rich with the solid information that programs on a regular cycle and to make use of
embraces the complexity of the system but also the program-review information to develop stratprovides strong insights into the state of general egies for improving these programs on a continual
basis. SCHEY will conduct periodic audits of cameducation in the Commonwealth.
We believe that the Virginia system through pus program-review documents to ensure that the
its long-term leadership in assessment of student review process is rigorous in character and is suffioutcomes has a firm foundation and, on many of ciently focused on the identification of desired
the campuses, a practiced experience in making student outcomes and collecting evidence about
decisions based upon evidence. SCHEY must build actual student outcomes. We, however, will focus
Indeed, Ralph Wolff, Director of the Western States Accrediting Association, speaks ofthe need
to develop a "culture of evidence" on campus. By
this he means that discussion, debates and decisionmaking on campus must come from valid
evidence-not tradition, prejudice, faith assertions,
or power plays.
However, if scholars were to look closely at
the decision-making processes on most campuses,
we suspect that they would find that evidence in
the forms of solidly collected and analyzed information is rarely the driving force. In the classroom
we demand from students supported argumentation, but we faculty rarely practice that discipline
in our own meetings. Research on learning and
pedagogy is seldom brought into arguments over
curricular reform-let alone evidence, beyond
anecdotal observations, about the impact of the current curriculum.
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on the rigor of the process in providing the rel- learning environments-primarily for students, but •
evant information.
also for faculty and staff. SCHEY then has a
The third challenge for SCHEY is to pro- research function in identifying and keeping cam- •
vide leadership at the state level in the development puses continuously updated on the best educational •
of funding and procedural policies that support the practices. Campuses must be aware of the current
creation ofpowerful learning environments. Clearly, research on learning being conducted in a wide range
funding policies provide the best insight into the of academic disciplines from psychology and
priorities and values of a higher education system. education to neurobiology and pharmacology.
The advice from "Deep Throat" to Woodward and
Again, SCHEY itself must model such
Bernstein to "follow the money" is probably even behavior by attending to its own performance as a
more helpful when trying to understand the learning organization. Are we aware of the current
behavior of higher education institutions (or prob- best practices in higher education? Are we continuably any kind ofinstitution, for that matter). Coming ally refining our ability to conduct sophisticated
up with an approach to funding that will clearly analysis yet able to present such results in a clear
signal the goals the state has for higher education- and precise language free of jargon and technical
quality, access, affordability, decentralization, obfuscation? Can we demonstrate the learning that
entrepreneurship, etc.-has to be a top priority for has occurred during the last year for each of our
SCHEY, as well as the legislative and the executive staff members?
branches of state government.
Finally, SCHEY must consistently focus on
The campuses and SCHEY need to develop the three guiding principles identified in our emerging
an approach to funding that levels out the historic agency strategic plan: quality, access and affordability.
ups and downs of state funding in higher educaIn the strategic plan, "quality" for SCHEY
tion due to economic cycles so that campuses can means that it will work to enhance an already
engage in long-term strategic planning in an envi- robust, vigorous higher education system. In turn
ronment that is predictable. Achieving the goal of that requires maintaining the distinctive missions
stable funding will require cooperation from all of each of the institutions yet bringing these instibranches of the state government, the Virginia busi- tutions together to solve common problems; assuring
ness community and the Virginia citizenry. Stable that each institution performs at the highest posfunding is essential if Virginia's already outstand- sible level in terms of the quality of instruction and
ing higher education system is to sustain its high service delivered to students and in terms of crequality and to provide the state with an even better ative contributions through research and public
service; and assisting campuses in the development
educated citizenry than it currently does.
The fourth issue is to ensure that Virginia's of institutional human resources-faculty, staff and
system of higher education is at the forefront of administrators.
Furthermore SCHEY will provide work that
the nation in terms of the quality of the educational experience being provided to students. We goes beyond the required/expected accurate reporting
believe that the best way to drive quality in the higher of information by inviting readers to engage in
education system is first to acknowledge that it is a reflection on the complexity of the issues being dealt
"system" and t at for change to occur all parts of with in reports and recommendations-at the same
the system must be engaged in the continual effort time providing insights into possible courses of :
to examine current practice, to reflect upon means action that address particular problems. SCHEY
for improving this practice, and finally to collect will seek to create an office environment that supevidence of the impact that change has had on the ports the development of all staff, uses a team
overall quality of the system.
approach to projects, and affirms the human
One of the unique features of the Virginia dimension of the work environment, acknowledgsystem is that it acknowledges and fosters the view ing the contributions of laughter as well as sweat in
of K-12 education as part of the educational sys- creating an intellectually vital product.
The guiding principle of"access" means worktem. It is essential that colleges and universities
become more actively engaged with the K-12 sec- ing with the K-12 system to ensure that students
tor since the performance ofcolleges and universities seeking higher education are adequately prepared
is intimately tied to the quality ofthe students coming to do college work; supporting the continued
out of Virginia high schools. SCHEY's role in the development of a state system of higher educasystem is to identify the crucial processes involved tion that provides campuses and facilities
in creating the highest quality student experience conveniently located and designed to serve a range
and in developing strategies to improve those pro- of student population-through a variety of incesses most central in the creation of powerful structional approaches suited to the learners'
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particular situations (including a variety of distance
learning approaches), and delivering degree and
certificate completion programs that ensure eligibility to transfer from the community college system
and/ or other institutions while minimizing the
delay in time to graduation.
"Affordability," the third guiding principle, will
be achieved (1) by assisting institutions to invest higher
education funds so as to maximize the benefits of
financial resources provided from all sources-state
appropriations, tuition payments, grants, endowment
funds, alumni and other gifts-(2) by developing
policies to meet all need-based financial aid requirements and to ensure that any Virginia student who
has the potential to complete a baccalaureate
degree may do so at public institutions without
incurring an excessive debt load, (3) by developing
rational public budgeting procedures for state colleges and universities that will assure stable budget
growth at levels of inflation with increments for
merit, and (4) by providing analyses of comparable
cost-to-degree considerations, toward directing the
effective investment of teaching resources at various stages of the undergraduate experience.
The same guiding principles used for the
SCHEV agency strategic plan will anchor the
development of the Virginia Plan that will be
developed to guide the directions of the Virginia
state higher education system over the next biennium. The State Council of Higher Education, its
staff, and the institutions will be engaged in the
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creation of this document over the next few months.
However, from the SCHEV perspective, quality for
individual institutions will in part be demonstrated
by the institutions' degree of interest and practice
in examining themselves on a continual basis to see
if they are fulfilling their distinctive missions at the
highest level possible. Every member of every institution should be able to cite the mission of the
institution and be able to articulate her/his role in
contributing to the achievement of that missionfrom students and staffto faculty and administrators.
Just as an unexamined life is not worth living, so an
unexamined institution is not worth attending-nor
having the investment of state resources made in it.
Through addressing the issues identified
above, SCHEY believes that it can make a difference in the educational experiences of students on
the campuses of the various higher education
institutions in the state of Virginia. We are committed to measuring outcomes at all levels within
the higher education system, including SCHEV's
own efforts. More importantly, we will support
the use of these performance measures to improve
educational practices both on the campuses as well
as within SCHEV. If we succeed in creating an
environment in which all partners in the development and support ofVirginia higher education place
"evidence" above all other factors in developing
policies, then we believe that we will be able to
answer the question, "Are we making a difference?"
with a resounding-YES! •
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